
ON THE EXISTENCE OF L„„-INDISCERNIBLES

P. C. EKLOF

Abstract. It is proved that it T is a countable theory of !„,„

with enough axioms for Skolem functions and with arbitrarily

large models, then for any order type, there is a model of T with a

set of Lsc-indiscernibles of that order type.

In this short note we answer in the affirmative a question of Chang

[4] as to whether there exist P^-indiscernibles of any given order

type. In fact we prove a somewhat stronger result since we show the

existence of P^-indiscernibles and we use a stronger definition of

indiscernibles. Our result also gives a simpler proof of Chang's

theorem on the existence of i„-indiscernibles of any well-ordered

order type [4, Theorem 4]. (We thank Jon Barwise for some helpful

discussions.)

In general we follow the notation of Chang [4] (so k is always an

infinite regular cardinal). Let L be a first order language with count-

ably many relation, function, and constant symbols, and let

21 = (A, ■ ■ • ) be a structure for L. An ordered subset X of A is said

to be L\K-indiscernible if for any subset Y of X of cardinality </c and

any order-preserving injection h: Y—>X,

(2i,7W-x,(?I,/ryW.

If LXK is the union of the infinitary languages L\K, where X ranges over

all cardinals, we define L^-indiscernibles analogously.

Let T be a countable theory of LUIW. There is a countable fragment

£a such that 7C£a (for the definition of £a see Barwise [l]). We

consider only T and £a such that £A has enough function symbols and

T includes axioms for all Skolem functions of formulas of £a- A

necessary condition for T to have models with sets of L^-indiscern-

ibles of any order type is that T have models of arbitrarily large

cardinality; this is sufficient as well.

Theorem. Let TC.£a such that T has arbitrarily large models. If

Ii is any order type, there is a model SI of T such that % has a set of LXK-

indiscernibles of order type li.

Proof. We may suppose that the cardinality |ju| of ju is 5^k, since

a set of Z^x-indiscernibles is a set of L^-indiscernibles if X^/c. Sup-
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pose K = Na; it suffices to prove that T has a model §1 with a set X of

Aoo.-indiscernibles of order type na, since n can be embedded in X

[7, pp. 334-338].
We are assuming that models of T have Skolem functions for all

formulas of £a- Since T has arbitrarily large models, there is a model

21 of T with a set X of JE^-indiscernibles of order type rja (see [6];

if £a=Luu this is just the classical result of Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski

[5]). We may suppose that % = §(X), where §(X) is the Skolem hull

of X (i.e. the submodel of 21 whose universe A is the closure of X

under the Skolem functions of £a).

We claim that A" is a set of A^-indiscernibles in 21. Let YC.X be of

cardinality <K = Ha and let h: Y—>X be an order-preserving injection.

Let / be the set of all isomorphisms

f:S-*S'

of submodels S, S' of 21 such that YC.S, f\ Y=h, and there exist U,

[/'CAT such that | U\ <K, S = &(U), S' = $(U') and/| U is an order-

isomorphism of [/onto U'. Notice that 1^0 since, letting S = fg>(Y),

S' = fQ(h(Y)), there is an extension of h to an isomorphism /:5—>S'.

We claim that / has the following property:

For any CCA such that \ C\ < k and

,„,. any f E I,  there  are /', /" G I such

U that / C/',/C/", CC domain of/',

and C C range of/".

It suffices to prove (*), for it follows easily by an induction on

formulas of LXK that

(21, y)y£Y = *k (21, hy)veY

(see Calais [2]).

So suppose /: S—*S' is in / and U, U' are as in the definition of I.

Given CCA, \C\ <k, there is a DQX, \D\ <k, such that

CC^i(UVJD). It is clear that in order to prove the existence of/'

as required by (*), it suffices to show that we can extend/| U'. U—+U'

to an order-monomorphism: U^JD-^X. We may assume D(~\U = 0.

Define an equivalence relation on D by: x^y iff x and y determine

the same cut of U. Write D = \Ja<T Dc as the union of pairwise disjoint

equivalence classes D„, o~<t<k. For any <r<r, let U = A„\JB„ where

A.<D.<B.. Then f(A.) <f(B.) and |/(.4,)| <K, \f{B.)\ <k. So if

Ea = \xEX:f(A„) <*</(£,)},
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E„ is an 7ja-set. Therefore there exists an embedding

£„:£>„.—>£„.

Define /': UKJD^X by: fix) =/(*) if xE U; fix) =g.(x) if x£7>„.
This gives the desired extension of /. In a similar manner we can

prove the existence of/" extending/ with CC range of/". This com-

pletes the proof.

Remarks. (1) If we assume the generalized continuum hypothesis

then the proof is much simpler; for then there exists an 77„-set X of

cardinality Xa. Hence if h: Y^>X is an order-preserving injection and

| Y\ <k, h extends to an isomorphism h'\X^>X. It is immediate that

(8.yW=«(8,*yW.
(Compare the remark of Chang [3, p. 55].)

(2) Our method suffers from the same defect as that of Chang,

namely the indiscernibles do not necessarily generate the model.

(3) If K=\Aa and k^ |m| the model 21 asserted to exist in the state-

ment of the theorem can be chosen to have cardinality = 2**P if

a = fi +1; *22*<<* 2N,r if a is a limit ordinal [7].
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